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The 1984 Wave Energy Seminar was held as a meeting place for 
practitioners in wave energy research d an development. A strong 
feeling had emerged from the 1983 wave E nergy Seminar that a greater 
emphasis should be placed on techn1.·cal d' · 1.scuss1.on since this was 
one of the few forums available exclusively devoted to wave energy. 
Most of the day was taken up by presentations by each of the teams 
actively involved in wave energy R & D, and presentations were also 
made by colleagues from Norway and Eire. A wide ranging discussion 
on the political context and future d 1 eve opments in wave energy 
rounded off the day, but since this discuss1.· on was "off the record", 
only the most general of outlines is included here. 
I would like to take the opportunity on behalf of all participants, to 
thank Mike Flood and the Alternative T h ec nology Group at the Open 
University for organising what proved to be a most useful seminar. 
Garry Jenkins 
Work in progress: reports from device teams 
NEL Oscillating Water Column 
* NEL and a consortium of companies have be · · en 1.nvest1.gating building 
a small bottom-standing Oscillating water c 1 o umn off the Isle of Lewis 
in the Outer Hebrides since May 1983. It ld wou be operated by the 
North of Scotland Hydro Electric Board. 
* 
The consortium included: Sir R. McAlpine, Roxburgh and Partners , 
and Herrema who were studying civil engineering aspects; Sulzer U.K. 
who was investigating the turbine,· and NEI Ltd h . w o were studying 
electrical generation and transmission. 
------------------- - ---
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The prototype was 88 metres long designed to stand in 14 metres 
of water. It contained three separate columns and had an 
installed capacity of SMW. Estimated costs were put at around 
£15 million. The consortium was 33% funded by the Department of 
Industry. NEL had been involved with the development of a novel 
bid;rectional turbine the 'Reflair', which is similar in concept 
to the Wells turbine. A 1/4 scale model of the device (0.6m 
diameter) was undergoing extensive testing in the laboratory. 
This work was described. 
The consortium was actively looking at a variety of design options 
for wave energy conversion and not just for the UK, but also for 
an unspecified overseas government. These included designs for a 
SMW device for use by isolated communities and a 25MW schen1e which 
could be integrated into a harbour wall. It was suggested that, 
if built, the Lewis device could provide a 'shop window' for 
overseas governments interested in developing their wave energy 
resources. 
The economics of the prototype intended for the North of Scotland 
Hydro-Electric Board's 24MW Lewis Island grid were discussed. The 
financial assessment suggested overall costs of le~s than Sp/kWh. 
It assumed an average annual wave energy input of around 30kW/m; 
a duty factor of 55%; a 60 year structural life; and M & E plant 
replacement at 30 years. The discounting system was identical to 
that used by the Department of Energy only the rate had been 
increase~ to 6%. The installation would be for a real power 
station in the NoSHEB system. It would be handed over to NoSHEB 
after 9 months commissioning and would be used to reduce diesel 
consumption. A decision to go ahead, if it w~re taken, would be 
based solely on economic criteria, and most importctntly, the cost 
of oil. A prime site with specific high energy features had 
been selected, and much work had already been carried out on 
system optimisation. It was envisaged that the prototype would 
be built on a rented barge, with maintenance facilities based at 





The overall concept appeared attractive enough for the partners to 
mov~ on to the next stage of work, a 12-18 month detailed design 
study for Lewis. If this were to be successfully completed, 
concrete pouring could begin in 18 months (autumn 1985) and should 
take 12 months. 
Belfast Buoy device (see Appendix A) 
The initial discussion concerned the development by the team at 
Queen's University, Belfast, of a prototype single chamber, 
omni-directional device. It was noted that problems had been 
encountered in connecting the lower balancing mass to the chamber 
superstructure. More recent development work had concentrated on 
a bottom-mounted device with 9 separate chambers, 6 at the bottom 
of the device and 3 higher up, each chomber having a separate 
Wells turbine and generator. 
Another project involved the monitoring by line-of-sight telementry, 
of an Irish Lights navigation buoy with a small Wells turbine 
generator. The navigation light had not been linked to the system 
but this was planned. Data collection had proved difficult 
because of interference. 
Irish lights now have 30-40 Japanese short tube buoys in operation. 
An experimental high-solidity (0.6) Wells turbine was illustrated. 
After 6 months operation in a marine environment there had been no 
noticeable corrosion of the aluminium blades. Tip speeds were in 
the range 140-160m/s. It was pointed out that the design of 
turbine is very dependent on the duty required. The configuration 
of the Queen's University turbine was very different from that of 







The Clam device 
SEA Energy Associates and Lanchester Polytechnic had been working 
on a 270m long, 10MW rated version of their Clam. device, 
consisting of 10 bags each with a separate 1MW, 3.Sm diameter 
Wells t u r b ine , It was reported that tests at 1/SOth - scale in 
the Cadnam wave tank had highlighted problems with scaling the 
air power take off system. These had been investigated further in 
a 1/11th - scale model tests in Loch Ness. The device was 
equipped with 10 bags. It was 27m long, and weighed a total of 
20 tonnes. Results from these trials bore out the resutts of the 
Cadnam tests. 
Provisional estimates have suggested that large scale Clam wave 
energy converters (built to the Government's 2GW RP.ference Design) 
should deliver electricity at around Sp/kWh. 
The device team had recently switched its attention to smaller 
devices with the aim of developing a commercial system with a 
rating of around 600 kW. A 1/llth scale model of such a device 
had been undergoing tests in Loch Ness. It was 6m long and had 
8 bags which each moved air through a Wells turbine simulator into 
a common chamber. The model is designed so that a number of 
critical parameters can be varied including the length and the 
depth of the device and the damping of the turbine simulators. These 
tests, to determine the optimum size of d e vice, have confirmed 
productivity calculations (made in 1983) and have improved 
confidence in the strength of bag materials and in viscosity 
effects. The overall efficiency (air power captured/wave power 
available) was around 50 %, which was better than the previous, 
longer version. 
Two simulation programmes were reported to be in hand. The first 
invol'1ed the complete power train and was directed towards 
determining the 'shape and quality' of the power output, as well 
as the power out.put efficiency obtained from the Loch Ness trials. 
2.4 
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A second simulation was being carried out in conjunction with 
SERC, and concerned studies of the hydrodynamic interaction 
between bags and sea. This was being studied for a number of 
different turbine designs. 
The civil and M & E design of the 600kW Clam was under way, and 
had so far suggested costs similar to initial predictions although 
these were not disclosed. This suggestedthat much smaller devices 
could be economical in South Uist seas. 
It was pointed out that a n ew philosophy was emerging among the 
wave energy teams and that this was concerned with minimising the 
cost of power output. This was markedly different from the 
Department of Energy's philosophy which had been to maximise the 
quantity of power landed. Devices were now being developed which 
were intended for specific wave climates and 'tailored' to suit 
customers' needs. 
The session closed with a brief discussion about the scaling up of 
Loch Ness results to other wave regimes. 
Edinburgh Wave Power Project 
A number of areas were being covered: 
2.4.1 Narrow Tank Testing 
Computer simulations had shown that, in larger seas, it was possible 
to extract more power from the 'mountings' than from the nodding 
of the Duck. Testing in the narrow tank, on a rig with 7 variables, 
was aimed at confirming these results and maximising the power 
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2.4.2 Wide Tank testing 
A number of illustrations were given of spine testing in the 
Edinburgh wide tank. The computer controlled spine was described 
as a 'Python with controlled rigor mortis'. Details of spine 
elements, joints and clamping were shown, along with slides of 
the spine in the tank and the mooring system. 
The behaviour of the spine in the 46 standard S. Uist sea states 
was illustrated, along with a representation of the bending moments 
experienced by spines of different lengths, stiffness, etc. It 
has been found that, in general, horizontal bending moments in the 
spine are about twice the vertical bending moment. 
2 . 4 . 3. Gyroscopes 
A 1/3rd - scale model of a Duck gyroscope has been built by 
Laing's at Borehamwood and this was shown. The laminated flywheel 
has now been spun up to speed at the factory in Glasgow and has 
performed satisfactorily. Indeed, bearing loses have turned out to 
be lower than was predicted in 1979, and are expected to amount to 
only 3-4kW. It was noted that the Northern Ireland Electricity 
Board is planning to use flywheels for large scale energy storage 
at one of its power stations. 
2.4.4 Axial piston hydraulic motors 
A half-scale axial piston hydraulic motor has bee;, built with a 
rating of 600kW. Very high effici~ncies were reForted better 
than electric motors of similar size 
constant over a very large power range. 
and these remain relatively 
(Losses of approximately 
1.5% were reported). Such motors could be used to get a 
synchronous output from a variable sea. Talks were in hand with 
Kvaerner (Norway) about using this systena on the turbine shaft of 




Further studies on availability have been made at both Edinburgh 
and ETSU and these suggest that overall availability of the Duck 
system could be over 90%. Unit cost of 3.8 p/kWh were quoted 
for a device with 100% availability. 
Lancaster University Project (see Appendix C) 
A small theoretical and experimental programme, was being carried 
out on the FROG device with the help of a £16,000 grant. This 
device was derived from Budaland Falnes work (see Appendix B2), 
and consisted of a spring and damped sliding mass contained within 
a floating buoy. The buoy would be 'tuned' to the waveband width 
to act as an ideal point absorber. An experimental model has been 
built complete with a latching mechanism. At full scale, the buoy 
would be expected to weigh 3000 tonnes, and the sliding mass 
develop around 4000 tonne metres. Points discussed included the 
shape of the buoy, its size and the problem of 'end stops'. The 
power take off mechanism was not revealed. 
2 .6 Norwegian Wave Power Projects 
Notes on these projects were circulated at the meeting and are 
included here as Appendix B. 
2 . 6 .1 Latched Power Buoy University of Trondheim 
Illustrations of the current 1/lOth scale model were shown. 
1984 Status notes - item Bl 
October 1983 Status Report by Budal and Falnes - item B2 
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2.6.2 'Multiresonant owe• Kvaerner Engineering 
An artists impression of Kvaerner's device was shown. 
(1984 Status notes - item B3) 
A prototype is to be built at a site 40km NW of Bergen; map of 
location item B4. Construction to begin in August 1984, 
2 .. 6.3 'Tapchan' Wave Power Device Norwave 
1984 Status notes - item B5. Map of scheme - item B6. 
This device utilises a natural tapered channel, which has been 
enhanced by blasting. Incoming waves will overtop a dam into a 
basin and discharge through a 350kW Kaplan turbine. The main 
provided 3-4 minutes of storage, prototype construction was planned 
to begin at the site shown in item B4 in August 1984. 
The 'Norwave' consortium is funded 50% by the Norwegian Department 
of Energy and 50% by industry. 
It was observed that all the Norwegian Department of Energy's 
funding was directed towards prototype building. No money was 
available for fundamental research. This was attributed to the 
'knock-on' effect that the ending of the UK Wave Energy Programme 
has had on attitudes in the Norwegian funding agencies. 
Editor's Note: A recent article describing the Norwegian work 
has been included on Appendix E. 
2.7 
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Japanese Wave Power Projects 
Masuda's team had recently (November 83) commissioned a small 
wave energy device which was built in a natural cleft in a 
cliff and at the end of a 40m long tapered channel. The device was 
described as a side opening owe and it was being used as a test-bed 
for a 40kW Wells turbine. It had a steel subframe and was clad in 
concrete. It had cost £200,000 and been connected into the grid. 
Several slides were shown including the installation of the device 
and its operation in an 'active' sea. 
2.8 Irish Wave Power Project - University of Cork 
An ill-fated wave power experiment at Bull Rock was next to be 
described. Bull Rock lies off Ireland's coast at its 
most south westerly point. It houses a lighthouse and a colony 
2.9 
2 . 10 
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wave powered ships - University of Reading 
Recent work on wave-powered ships (reported in 'The Motorship' 
August 1983) was described. Jacobsen had tested a 7.Sm hull, which 
had reached 6 knots under wave power. The mode of operation of wave 
powered ships was explained by analogy to a sailplane. A 'wing' 
below the ship is positioned to give rise to a forward component of 
'lift' in rising water and repositioned to give a forward component 
from 'negative lift' in falling water. 
It was pointed out that the concept of using wave power to propel 
ships is not new. It was first suggested in 1894. 
Review of other overseas Wave Power Projects 
2.10.1 Mauritius see Appendix D 
of birds but little else. 2.10.2 France 
A natural crevis in the rock was causing sea spray which was giving 
rise to corrosion problems with equipment belonging to Irish Lights. 
They had planned to block off the crevis completely but were 
persuaded to leave two holes in their concreting to which orifice 
plates and logging equipment could be fixed for wave power 
experiments. (The concreting took 2 men 8-9 months to construct.) 
The holes each 0.35m in diameter were 17m above sea level, and were 
completed in 1983. But the experiments were not a success. The 
equipment broke down in September 1983, and in October a violent 
storm (significant wave height, 12-14m) blew the concrete plug 
clean out. The plug was 2m x 1m x O.Sm thick, and had been fixed 
in position with steel bolts 3/4" thick. Further experiments were 
planned for the autumn (1984) at a second cleft in the rock which 
was due to be plugged. 
An overtopping scheme was being developed by E N.S.M. at Nantes 
for Tahiti and other islands. This tapered channel scheme would 
use natural features of lagoons to reduce costs. A IMW device, 
capable of producing around 76Wh of energy per annum, is expected 
to cost 42 million French Francs. (less than Sp/kWh). A further 
'Camembert' device with a 3 point mooring and 'intelligent winches' 
was also under study. 
2.10 .3 Sweden 
Swedyards were trying to raise money for a prototype heaving buoy 
device. The patents have been sold to Atlas Copco. 
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2.10.4 India 
A bottom standing owe was being considered by a group in Madras. 
It would stand in 10m of water. 
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3. Basic Research in the UK 
3.1 
3.2 
The list of basic research topics drawn up at the 1983 Wave Energy 
Seminar was discussed (see below). Some work has been done on the 
following topics. 
Latching 
A small project on latching was being carried out at Reading 
University. 
Harbour Reso nances 
The CEGB had conducted experiments on a lm long bottom mounted owe 
with 'harbour walls' to check the relationship between wall size, 
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wave conditions and power output o The tests had been conducted in 
open sea off Cowshore Beach. Results obtained, along with 
theoretical predictions and tests in the Cadnam tank, indicate that 
harbour walls do work. Factors of improvement in pneumatic power 
output in the range 1.5 to 2 were reported o In addition harbour 
walls on a round spine model have substantially reduced the 
horizontal bending moment experienced in tank tests. 
3.3 A Time domain approach had been the subject of a 1 year research 
programme at University College, London. 
had been used. 
Realistic owe models 
3.4 Further topics for basic research 
It was thought that research into arrays, with 'intelligent' 
communication between members of the array would be a fruitful 
topic of research, and should be added to the list. Further studies 
of wave climate, especially of "hot and cold spots" and bottom 




Basic Research A possible future programme o 
Development of a general optimisation procedure or package 
with well defined objectives and parameters. 
Parameter sensitivity study. 
The ultimate device - curves of best possible performance 
under well-defined constraints. 
4. Scale sensitivity study - size and scale/cost relation. 
Latching in random directional seas. 







Further emphasis on theoretical estimates of sea 
efficiencies. 
Further effort on optimisation of spacing between specific 
devices. 
Degradation due to non-linear dynamics. 
Wave climate studies - where does the energy go in shallower 
water? 
Time -domain approach to realistic owe models. 
4. The Political Context and Future Developments 
General topics discussed were: 
The wave energy community's response to ETSU's, R13 and R14 reports 
and the forthcoming Department of Energy report; 
The forming of a 'Wave Energy Association' along the lines of the 
British Wind Energy Association " 
The role of British Renewable Energy Foram (BREF) and the need for 
a positive response from the wave energy community " 
The funding of wave energy R & Din the UK, particularly sources of 
funds available for the building and testing of prototypes; (eg: 
Department of Energy, Department of Trade and Industry, SERC, 
industry, EEC, etc o) and the criteria used by each funding agency; 
The response of other countries ~specially Norway, Japan) to the 
Department of Energy closing down most of . Britain's Wave Power 
programme. 
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Tl1c role of competition and collaboration within the UK wave 
energy community, given the increasingly commercial nature of 
developments; 
The role of competition and collaboration on an international basis, 
with particular reference to R & Don 'second generation' devices; 
The development of international standards for equipment. 
The presentation of wave energy to the media and the general public; 
and finally, 
The holding of further Wave Energy Seminars. It was agreed that a 
further seminar at the Open University in 1985 would be welcomed. 
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APPENDIX A 
WAVE POWER RESEARCH AT THE QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY OF BELFAST 
Since 1980 , part of the QUB research team in conjunction with 
Trini t y House and Iris h Lights has been developing and testing wave 
pc ~ered navigation buoys with Wells turbi nes coupled to elect rical 
c;enerators. During the first stage of the research and development 
prcg ramme a demonstration prototype Wells turbine-generator , ,as 
designed and constructed for Trinity House. The unit was tested bo th 
ir. the laboratory and on a class l buoy moored at the Cork Hole 
test site off Harwich . 
A second research and development sta'ge commenced during 1982, 
as a consequence of the encouraging results of the initial tests . 
As the mechanica l and aerodynamic design of the turbine-generator 
is only one part of the development process, it is necessary to assess 
its long-term reliability and operation in a marine environment 
for prolonged periods. The primary aim was to test up to ten pre-
production units at sea and have a commercial product avai lable by 
1985. Queen's University entered into a licence agreeme~ t with 
Ryokuseisha of Japan in 1980 to manufacture Wells trubines for Navigation 
aids and later completed a licence agreement with Munster Simms 
Engineering Ltd, NI, to further the second development. 
During 1983 two turbine units were manufactured by Munster 
Simms using design data from Queen's University and a specification 
of requirements from Trinity House. One replaced the original QUB 
turbine on the bouy at the Cork Hole test site while the second was 
installed on a buoy supplied by Irish Lights moored in Belfast Lough, 
at a new test site developed by Queen's University. 
The Irish Lights wave powered buoy and the 100-W Wells turbine 
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facing water column is contained within a central cylindrical tail 
tube, as in the original buoy conceived by Wells. The relative 
vertical displacements of the buoy and the water column force air 
from the plenum chamber past the turbine mounted on top of the 
tube. The electrical output from the generator, direct coupled to 
the turbine, is passed through a control circuit to the battery 
storage. The control circuit is necessary to prevent damage occurring 
to the battery as a result of overcharging. The battery in turn · 
supplies power to the electrical equipment on the buoy. 
Queen's University designed and installed the electronic 
control and data acquisition systems. A radio telemetry link has 
been established between the University and the buoy - 15 miles 
away. Information from sixteen channels is transmitted in serial 
form. The received signal is converted to RS 232 format and stored 
on hard disk in a Digital PDP 11/23 computer. 
Apart from monitoring various voltages and currents throughout 
the control circuit, measurements are taken of water column displacement, 
pressure drop across the turbine and rotational speed. Although the 
wave climate is not being measured, wind data for the area, measured 
every hour, is obtained from the Met. Office. 
An extensive range of software has been written to analyse the 
data. The data is initially checked for parity errors and it is then 
sorted before the channel identification numbers are stripped. The 
reduced data file is then ready for analysis and plotting. Each channel 
can be analysed in both the time and frequency domains and the data 
plotted. 
No mechanical or electrical problems have occurred in the two 
prototype machines during the first year of operation at sea. Corrosion 
on the machines and water ingress to the generators have been adequately 
prevented. The power requirement of the standard lantern on this type 
of buoy has been met even though both sites are relatively sheltered. 
The extensive bank of data taken from the Belfast Lough experiment 
has been anlaysed to obtain relationship between wind speed, fetch, 
buoy hydrodynamics and turbine generator performance. The results 
have been correlated with those from tenth scale model tests in the 
university wave tank. The experience gained from the sea trials has i 
been invaluable in the development of the further pre-production prototype·.,. 
The team consider the navigation buoy work to be a significant first 
step towards larger wave power devices. Even within the field of 
navigation aids in general there is a geometric progression of po~er 
demand from a few watts for small buoys to tens of kilowatts fer manned 
light-houses. The lighthcuse authorities are keenly interested in 
using alternative energy sources to supplement conventional fuel supplies 
provided the y are reliable and economically viable. The use of wave power 
for lighthouses would provide a convenient step towards 50- and 100-k\1 t:nits 
for s upplying island col!L~unities. 
The use of wave powe r for island communities and the r.atural 
;::,rogression fro r.i navigatio :1 aids has already been recognised by the 
Ja pan e se. During the past year, they have installed a 40-kW Wells 
turbine on a n oscillating water column device constructed on the shore 
line in a rock gully. Electrical power is being supplied to the grid 
system. The Norwegians are also keenly interested and recently announced 
that in the next few years they would be building a 400-kW oscillating 
water colW!lil device mounted in a rock face incorporating a Wells turbine. 




Status of latched power buoy 
Notes by J. Falnes 
Energy recovery time < 2 years 
(better than other devices) 
Labour required for construction and maintenance 
(more than with other devices) 
More development work necessary on the moving parts 
of the device 
Design study and laboratory testing of models of 
the moving parts finished early 1983 
Further development requires testing in sea in nearly full scale. 
Funding for continued research is missing. 
The group in Trondheim continues its research on wave power. 
Theory and simulation studies 
New ideas, for instance, phase control of oscillating 
water columns 
Development of mini wave-power buoys (lW-lkW) 
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STATUS 1983 OF THE NORWEGIAN WAVE- POWER 
BUOY PROJECT 
Introduction 
Threeyears ago we brought forward a particular 
proposal of a wave-power buoy, 1 , 2 which has been 
a substantial part of our resa~rch topic during 
recent years. The project has received financial 
support through Olje- og energidepartementet 
(The Royal Ministry of Petroleum and Energy). 
The engineering aspects of the project have been 
coordinated through the research consortium 
OTTER (Offshore Technology Testing and Research) in 
Trondheim. 
Design of a power buoy in full scale 
The OTTER project coordinator T. Hals has produced a 
report (STF88-F82060) 11 Prosj ektering av bS?Slgekraft-
by)ye type N2" ("Projecting wave-power buoy of type 
N2 ") with 14 appendices. The repui::-t (which is restric-
ted). contains details on the design, on laboratory 
testing of mechanical components, on reports from 
technical consultants, and on offers from industri~l 
firms. This document would form the basis for ask i: ~ 
for tenders with the purpose of constructing a test 
buoy in full scale. It is expected that the buoy 
would function with a reasonable degree of rel:abi li ty 
during a testing period of two to three years, pro-
vided the functioning of the cr·i tical components 
are sufficiently tested before installation. How-
- ever, it is emphasised that substa ntial developr:1ent 
and testing of compon en ts have t6 he carried out be-
fore reliabili t y and lifet ime have reached a l eve l 
which is acceptable for a po·wer plant. 
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fconomic ~ssessment 
In 1 9 8 1 cJ n off :i. c i a 1 o. s s e s s me n t 3 ' " of a 2 0 0 MW wave -
power plant off the western coast of Norway was made 
in four different alternatives. It was based on the 
state of industrial construction and enterprise in 
Norway in 1981. The estimated cost of produced energy 
was in the region 1 .20 - 1 .40 kr/kWh (E 0.11 - 0.13/ 
kWh) for three different Norwegian device proposals 
and 2.30 kr/kWh (E0.21/kWh) for a British proposal 
(the bottom-standing NEL oscillating water column) _. 
Note that independent British assessments ppesent 
much lower cost estirrates for the NEL device. The reason 
for the discrepancy may be, firsily, the high cost of 
labour in Norway, secondly, the lower figure of 
average incident wave power per unit length of the 
Norwegian coast, and thirdly, that future develop-
ments of the device and of the construction techno-
logy were not taken into consideration. 
For a 200 MW plant consisting of 410 wave-power buoys 
the official assessment 2 , 3 gave an energy cost of 
1 .40 kr/kWh (E0.13/kWh). A breakdown of the cost is 
shown in Table 1 (columns r.-iarked "EVA2 ") . We have made 
an alternative assessment 1 , 5 which results in lower 
cost as shown in the same table (columns marked 
"TEAI1"). We present cost figures in a range, where 
the higher figures correspond to the first generation 
plant, . while the lower figures indicate cost reduct-
ion after many large wave power plants have been con-
structed. The given cost figures are coffir.",ented and 
justified elsewhere 1 , 5 We shall, however, present 
some additional comments to Table 1. · 
In 1981 a Norwegian ship yard informed us that the 
construction of one unit of the hull in welded steel 
would cost 14 kr/kg. For our highest figure we as-
sumed 20 % reduction for construction of 410 units, 
whereas the EVA2 figure is based on 22 kr /kg. An up-
dating6 of the official assessment for one piece of 
an oscillating-water- column structure in welded steel 
indicates a norma 1 cost of 1 1f kr/kg, but with the de-
pressed market situation in 1983 a cost of 9,50 kr/kg 
seems now realistic. Under these circumstances it is 
believed that the TEAM' s highest figure in Table 1 
is rather conservative. 
The above-mentioned updating 6 claims that small units 
of wave-power devices in Norway can deliver energy at 
half the cost given in the former assessment
3
,". 
Half of the EVA2 figure for miscellaneous and contin-
gency is due to cost of facilities for construction 
of anchors and for assembling and cost for level-
ling the sea bed. \·le did not include -such costs in 
the TEAM fizures since our cost figure for the gravi-
tation anchor was bas e d on an offer from a Norweeian 
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fi1 ' 11 1 , ,111d : ; 11, ,' ,: ( '}'l · 1 L. l . 
1 
. . 0 • v L _,1 1.on <1nc 1'Jr ~; cc1n be u',l'd 1 -1 • . 0 
in oca t ions ,-1 h8 re the sea bed is naturally flat '. ,. 
A report 11 Cl s ystem fo · k f kostr,.:idsbera.knin for r vag 1:a -tvcrk, uttorming och 
( "Cle ~t . c , ~ g e tt boJ kraftverk vid Bremani3er" 
c r~c 0 ystem for wave -power plant design and 
b
cosAt eKs_timate for power-buoy plant at Bremanger") 
Y · innandcr (report 82 1 f · 1982 t ' no· -1 2 rom Technocean AB) 
J_n s .ates that a DC transmission system for the 
row~r plant would co~t approximately 0.1 Gkr . This 
indica!es t~at the.higher figures in Table 1 are con-
servative, in particular since AC t · · d · ransmission was as-
sume in the former asscssment3,s. 
~ina~ly, we mention that the official 1981-assessmenf4 
as een commented both by us 1 , 7 and by an indepe~dent 
Swedish consultant 8 • 
Energy re covery and labour 
~nergy and labour are resources which are required 
in order to make a d t T · . pro.uc . he energy associated 
with 100 ~on of steel is approximat~ly 1 .1 GWh 
Thus, during approximately one year each buoy ~ill 
:~~o~er the energy contained in the steel of the hull 
he strut ~cf. Table 1). We expect 7 that the to-
tal recovery time_for the energy invested in the 




or~er than the ene1;gy recovery time for o ther pro-
se wave-power _devices. For two oth 




r,.the labour invested in the power-buoy plant 
is re atively large Al · -b . · so since the phase-controlled 
~ow~r _uoys contain some critical moving parts it 
}~ elieve? that relatively much labour is req~ired 
r operation and maintenance, compared to the other 
ass essed devices Thi h . the e 1 . . s may ave a positive effect for 
b mpl oym7nt in the coastal areas where the power-
uoy Pant is located. 
~~~~r~ee1~: 11~megt and full-sea~: testing of the power-
d . . t e sea are required before we know 
iec
1
isively t~at the maintenance will not be excess-
ve Y expensive. 
Model tests 
A model in scale 1 :10 has been +ested9,10 · 
near Trondheim d . . . ._ in the sea 
1981 d J . ' uring six periods between September 
than · une 19 8 3 . ~t was in the sea 170 days alto-
~c e~. A~ter th~ first periods modi f ication had to 
l=t~~i e , in p~r~icular on the guiding rollers, the 
s stemng me c ~anism an~ the m~asuring equipment. The 




test periods. Between those two periods the opening 
in the bot ·tom of the buoy was modified in order to 
reduce viscous los ses at the entrance. 
Results from 14 different records taken during the 
sixth testing period are summarised in the diagram 
of fig. 1. The corresponding wave heights and periods 
are in the regions 0.08 - 0.4 m and 2.8 - 3.6 s, 
respectively. The measured input power is the sum of 
pneumatic power in the pump chamber and a relatively 
small contribution, the power lost in friction be-
tween the buoy and its mooring strut. 
Conclusion 
Several official assessments 3 , 4 , 6 of wave-power plants 
in Norway show decreasing figures for the estimated 
cost of wave energy. The latest updating
6 
seems to 




of a phase-controlled power-buoy plant, where we es-
timate the energy cost to be roughly 0.6 kr/kWh 
(5 pence/kWh) which has prospects to be reduced to 
0.3 kr/kWh (3 p/kWh) in the future. This cost would 
be competitive on national energy supply markets. 
Among many different assessed wave-energy devices 
the phase-controlled power buoy is outstanding in 
having a rather low investment of energy, materials 
and money in relation to the produced energy per 
year. On the other hand, relatively much labour is 
r equired to construct and maintain the plant. 
Since the device contains some critical moving parts, 
more development work and full scale testing in the 
sea are required in order to obtain acceptable life-
time and reliability. 
Such a development program should be started as soon 
as possible. The program may result in knowledge on 
how to design a reliable device. 
Our project has been pursued with. design work to a 
stage where the next step is to construct a full-
scale test buoy. However, since funds for such work 
are not yet available, our research team now continues 
its work on ether aspects of wave power, i.a. work on 
mini-power dev ices and on phase-control of oscillating 
water columns. 
Trondheim, 1983-10~26 






























Results from seq tes~s9,to 
model in sca]e 1 : 10 ~, of power-buoy 
the measured input· ~e vertical scale gives 
The ~orizontal seal po-,,7r Pa to the buoy .' 
as given by using me gives theoretical values 
wave and of the he ~asure~ va~ues of the 
formula. For in ave motion in a theoretica 
spending to O. ,/: 1:ower below 130 W (corre- 1 
r~asonable agr in full scale) there i·s 
· eement bet pe~iment since .. ~ee:n theory and ex-
fairly close tot~~ e ~~er~mental points ~re 
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Cost e st i mc1t e f o r 200 MW 
410 · power pla n t consisting of wa ve- power buoys. The le f t-h d . 
tima t ed c ost a n d th . an columns give es-
ing cost per unit 0 ; ;~~~t-h~
nd co l um~s gi ve c o rrespond-
9 pence ) · uce e nergy in kr/kWh (1 v r = 
per buoy' ~~~um1ng an energy p ro d uc tion 1 GWh/yea~ 
. · umns mared EVA 2 a r e based on refs 3 
4., whil e columns marked TEAM · and 
and l ower cost figures . . a r e based on the higher 
given in re f . 1 o r ref. 5 . 
EVA2 TEAM I EVA2 TEAM I A. Estimate of construc t ion cos t 
,ee r bl!Oz'. in Mkr =· £ 9 . 10 4 Hkr. -- Mk r kr/kWh kr/kWh : Hull of buoy, steel, 45 tons 1.5 . 6 - . 3 .1 4 • 06 - .o 3 Mooring strut, stee l , 53 tons . 4 .32 - .22 . 04 . 0 3 . 02 + -Universal joint, - 30° . , ·3 , 14 - . 1 . 03 ,01 • 0 l Mechanical -components 
1.0 • 9 - . s .10 . 0 8 - .OS Electrical components 
• 2 . 2 - . 16 . 0 2 .o 2 · - . 0 2 AnchCilr 
1. 3 . 8 - • 2 .12 .07 . 02 Installation -
• 7 . 6 - . 3 . 06 .06 .03 Hiscellaneo~s -and cont i ngency 1. 2 . 3 - . 2 .11 . 0 3 - • 02 
I Installed wavP.-pol."er buoy 6.6 3.0 - 2. 0 . 6 2 . 35 - .19 
B. Cost estimate for 200 MW 
_elant in Gkr = £ 9 . 10 7 Gkr Gk r kr/k Wh kr_~ Construction and i nstallation 
of 410 buoys 
2 . 7 1.5 - . 8 . 6 2 .35 Electrical - .19 transmission .24 . 12 - . 07 .05 .o 3 . 02 Interest -and other costs • 4 .1 - . OS .09 .02 . Ol Investment -tax, 10 \ • 3 .16 - .09 • 0 7 .04 . 0 2 -
Invested capita l fo r po we r plant 3.6 1. 9 - LO • 8 3 . . 4 4 - . 24 
c. Annual cos t s i ·n 9 .1 0 7 Gk r - E Gkr Gkr kr /kWh k r / kWh Capital 9 , 44 \ ( 7 \ I 20 years) .34 , 18 Operation - . _10 .83 .4 4 - . 2 4 and Ca i nte nance . 23 .06 - . 03 .56 .14 - . 0 8 
Tot"l 
·- .57 . 24 - . 13 l. 39 . so - . 3 2 
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8. f!/\RDELL, R. "[co:~omic <lssessments of wave encr'8Y production 
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June 1983. 
B3 KVAERNER's multiresonant owe 
(differs from NEL's owe 
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point absorber, not line absorber 
protruding side walls, "harbour") 
Blasting shelf in rock 12 x 12 m down to - 8m 
(tidal range< lm) 
Inner width of steel chamber 10m installed October 1984 with 
orifice to measure pneumatic power 
350 kW wells' turbine and generator installed Augus t 1985 
and produced electricity connected to grid. 
Budget £1.0 M including design etc. 
Estimated cost for a second unit: £.3M 
Estimated energy production 1 GWh/year 
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NORWAVE' s Tapchan Wave-Power device 
Tapered channel blasted in rock down to -7m 
Total length - 170m 
Except for 60m length in the wide end, concrete walls will 
be built from -7m to +3.3m 
Basin 5500m2 to store energy ( - 4 min) 
Kaplan turbine 350kW 
head 3m (vertical range .6m) 
Estimated energy production 1.8 GWh 




incl. turbine & generator .33 
Miscellaneous .11 
.78 
+ Estimated cost of road . 11 
Estimated energy cost (7% interest, 25 years) 
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~otes on work on wave-power at University of Lancaster 
1. Work stopped on the Flexible Bag device at the end of 1982. Although 
the last part of the programme promised a return to earlier power levels, 
of nearly double the reference design figures the cost of the device was 
simply too high. Moreover, the prospect of these huge WEC's ever being 
developed at full scale seemed remote with the receding of the energy crisis. 
2. Flounder, a system of 'small' bodies moving in surge relative to one 
another, promised lower costs and a very much lower development cost. However, 
the next device, Frog, seemed even more attractive. 
3. Frog is a simple buoy reacting in heave against an internal moving mass. 
It has the virtues of being small, self-contained and all enclosed in a steel 
shell without moving parts. It has engineering problems, notably the 
'suspension' of the moving mass, but we believe these are far from insuperable. 
We have just signed an agreement with the Department of Energy for a small, 
one-year programme, basically, a design study. The programme includes also 
the study of a variant about which we have not yet formed a view, but the 
original concept remains attractive and we believe it might be capable of 
producing power at low costs (e.g., about 3p/kWh) and above all, with low 
development costs. 
4. The situation has changed little since our last note (TN 31, 22/11/92) 
but the small programme we have run, without outside f unds, has increased our 
confidence greatly. Above all we have confidence in the estimated power out-
put, and we think we have a good workable answer to the worst engineer ing 
problem. 
MJF 
19 June 1984 
( . 
( 
A. N. WALTON BOTT, O.B.E., C.ENG., 
F.1. E.E., F.I.M.E., M.1.C.E., F.R.S.A. 
CONSULTING ENGINEER 
TEL . WINCHESTER 61483 
(0962) 
REF : 
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THE MAURITIUS ('PASSIVE') WAVE-ENERGY PROJEC
T: 
A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF ITS HISTORICITY AND PRESE
NT STATUS 
Historicity 
Following the setting up of the Mauritius C
entral Electricity 
Board (CEB) in 1952 it was quickly realised tha
t the only two 
indigenous energy sources - River-hydro and 
Sugarcane 1bagasse• -
would soon become absorbed, leaving the Isla
nd dependent on im-
ported oil. 
The abundant and steady wave-energy around i
ts coasts appeared to 
offer a permanent long-term solution, a view
 confirmed by a CEB 
in-house study team adopting the •impounding
• (or •passive') 
system. The Mauritius Government and CEB de
cided therefore to 
seek professional outside opinion and the UK
 Dept. of Technical 
Cooperation (now ODA) agreed - with commend
able faith and fore-
sight - to make a grant of £5,000 (1956) to co
ver the above ser-
vices. 
The project has thus been under study and ex
amination for over a 
quarter of a century and has been the subjec
t of 3 official Re-
ports by one of the UK's oldest and well know
n Hydro-electric Con-
sultants. All 3 Reports confirmed technical fea
sibility but it 
was not until after the 1973 oil crisis that •e
conomic' viability 
could be established as confirmed by the Co
nsultants 3rd Report 
( 1975). On a cost per Kwh basis the balance. in 
favour of wave-
energy at that time was marginal but over th
e years this has in-
creased in real terms and like almost all hy
dro projects will con-
tinue so to do with time. 
Following this latter Report the Mauritius ~
ovt./CEB made repre-
sentations to the UK/ODA for a further grant
 of £60,000 to cover 
the cost of certain pre-construction foundat
ion tests at the pro-
posed site. Despite the prestige of the Co
nsultants concerned; 
despite the former grant by ODA; and despite
 the growing energy 
problems of Mauritius, ·an ODA Assessment Pan
el summarily dis-
missed the application (1975). But for this dis
astrous decision 
it is highly likely that a wave-energy proje
ct could have already 
been in commission over a period of 4/5 years w
ith incalculable 
effects on the course not only of wave-energ
y research in the UK 
but also on British trade and industry and a
ll the 3rd World 
Countries who now find themselves in the pre
dicament of Mauritius. 
The 'Assessment Panel• concerned has much to
 answer for. 
/over - -
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By 1981 the CEB total gener ti 
some 65% of which was su 1!edon output had
.reached 360GW 
wors ening by the year. :e Mau~l oil and w
ith ~he situation 
UK for financial assistance to ti~~ Govt . 
again approached the 
Repor t, carry out the pre-const~rovi e an up
dated Consultancy 
the project to 'Tender Sta e• uction tests
 and generally bring 
Agents consultations took ~la~e J~ough 
the offices of the Crown 
Development Fund (EDF), Governmen: ween Lo~d
on, The European 
Indian Ocean I ~lands includin S ~f Mauri
tius and several other 
it being eventually decided t~ t eyc elles, M
adagascar, Com~ros , 
on Mauritius this would be theaob:f rese!rtch
 had been concentrated 
ject. ous s e 
for the prototype P .0 _ 
The EDF allocated $500 OOO f th 
December there was an ~ex eor e work in N
ovember 1982 but in 
declared a financial crisi~ ~~dt~ha~~ of Government, whic
h then 
sequence the project was shelved ~til Nwer
ebcalled in. As a con- , ~ 
tations took place in London with i ovem
 er 1983 when consul-
ject and it then appeared that th a v ejw io reactivating the pro-
transpired, however that the eco~ pro ec w
ould go forward. It 
become so serious that the CEB fel~m!~ ~ffec
ts of oil imports had 
made t o what was believed to b . a rec
ourse would have to be 
the ' pellitization • of was t e b:g:si:1~:~r1for
mt, bofirel iet, namely, 
power generat i on. n
o e ng used for 
Present Status 
The off icial position regardin th f 
made clear by the Authorities ~onc:rno~ego!
nf hias still not been 
part - if not all_ of the ED e u 
t s understood tha t 
t he 'bagas s e ' option. If so t h~nai!ocationt~a
s been transferred to 
energy project is shelved , whi ch wo~frs t a
!ionce again the wave-
the Mauritius long-term e~er no 
O Y be a tragedy for 
similarly placed island Counf~i:!r!t~gyJut
ialso for those other 
throughout the world It i 1 ' 
0 0 Y n the Indian Ocean but 
energy systems r e s ea;ch andst~ ~o ~ se:-back for
 British wave- i \ 
ther efore that the Bri t ish Gov~ir eve olen
t; it would seem 
Industry - have not ye t grasped.thee;pe~ a~
lihthe Dept. of Trade & 
market in the wave-energy fi eld awaitiac do 
le enormous world 
ng eve opment. 
r 
Totul Cost per kWh (Rupee Cents) 
0 -0 N 1,.1..1 •• s U1 °' -l C9 ..,0 0 £?~ 0 0 · 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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_!lVE POWER - ESTIMATED WOHLD ELECTRICAL OUTPUTS, OIL EQUIVALENTS AND CAPITAL COST~ 
CORRESPONDING 'ro VARYING ASSUMED DEGREES OF COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 
Coastal devol- Power output Enerff output 011 equivalent (Million Capital Coet · · 
opment (kme) a e in (KW) in KWH) Per annwa barreleT per (a) £ Sterllne 
a . ~ of total day {MBD) (b) OS Dollarti 
. 
See footnote Bee footnote See footnote Sea footnote 8ft footnote See footnote 
(1) (11) (111) (iv) (v) (vi) 
(!) 25,00) 125 Millign 1.3?5 Mill. }2?4 MBD 9 MBD £125,000 Hill. 
. (5%~ (125 X 10) Mill111,375 ,250.000 Mill. 
X 10 ) 
(B) 5(),00() 250 Mill.6 2.?50 Mill. 6548 MBD 18· MBD £250,000 Mill. (10%) (25() X 10) Mill.(2.?50 ,500 1000 Mill. 
X 1012) 
(C) 75,00) . 3?5 Hill.6 . 4.125 Mill . 9822 HBD 27 HBD £375,000 Hill • (15%) (375 X 10 ) Hil~i4.125~ ,150,000 Mill. 
X 1 ) · 
(D) 100,000 500 Mill. 6 5.50 Mill. 
1}096 HBD 36 MBD £500 ,000 Mill. 
(2°") (5()0 X 10) Milli~5.50 $].000 1 000 Mil. 
X 10 ) 
(E) 125 ,o:JO 625 Hill.6 6.8?5 Hill. 
· 163?0 MBD 45 MBD £625,000 Hill. 
(25%) (625 X 10) Hilli,625 '1,250 1000 Hil. 
X 10 ) 
~ (1) 





Power output baaed on Mauritius research figure ot 5KW per metre wave front. 
(vi) 
Energy output baaed on Hauritiua research figure of 50,000 KWH per aetre wave front 
011 equivalent baaed on 1 - UK barrell: ~20 KWH 
40 MBD ia equivalent to about one halt of the worlds estimated total energy 
demand as at 198Q. 






WAIJF,..ENER;Y I PASSIVE I ( OR I.AO'.X)';) S!SID1 
LIST CF CITIClAL f!EfWl'S , PAPER3 AND OilER D'.Xl.MENJ'S 
Ref:l'b. D:x:ure'lt Title 
CFFICIAL R£RR'IS 
(1) I Electrici ty 9..f.ply-Sea fu,,,er O 
(A f irst awraisal follaw:iJ'€ 
a 2 year s tu:ly} • 
(2 ) 'Mauritius Wave Po.er Scherre ' 
(3) 'Mauri tius Wave Po.er Scherre -
M:del Investig;;itia, ' 
(4) 'Mauri tius Wave Pooler Scherre ' 
(5) ' F.stinetes of Acco..n~ 
Prices 1'turi tius' 
(6) 'Mauri ti\.B Wave-&.ergy 
Project - Feasibi lity Stu.\y ' 
OMll PlBLI!'HD IXXlMNTS 
(7) 'Fish & 91ell-Fish F~ 
in C.oa.stal Waters ' 
(8) 'Po.er Plus Proteins f rcm the 
Sea' 
(9) 'The Develq:rnent of Fish-
F~' 
(10) 'The Developnent of Wave Pooler 
A Tedn:>-fu:n:mic Stu.\y ' 
(11) 'Renewable SCJ.Jrces of Energy' 
(12) 'Wave Po.er Prospects for 
Mauritius' 
(13) 'Wave aid Tidal Energy' 
(14) 'Wave-Ehergy Scherre, 
"9.lri tius' 
(15) 'Wave in:! Tidal Energy fer 
Deve1c:p1ng Ccuitries 
(16) 'The Mauritius~ 
Project' 
(17) 'kl Ass: : :ue ,t of the Potential 
fer Wave-&.ergy systeTS in 
(18) ' Electro-Mechnical aspects of 
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cr~sts of wave energy ·. 




fficial interest in 4,ater this summer Norway will commission two 
wave energy began to prototype wave energy stations at a coastal site 25 
develop in the UK ):niles north west of Bergen. All indications are that 
around 1974 in the wake of these stations, which have been built both to time 
the first OPEC oil crisis. A Lnd to cost, will provide competitively-priced r- quadrupling of oil prices and -,,P 
'-- a nudge from the Central .j!lectricity and could open up a lucrative export 
economically to the national 
grid. Official thinking 2 envis-
aged that, with a vigorous 
development and exploita-
tion programme, wave en-
ergy might contribute the 
equivalent of half of today's 
electricity demand by 2025 
(around 120 1Wh/yr). 
Policy Review StalT prompted ~market for Norway. Two of the country's leading 
the Government to commis- 1,1/ave energy experts have recently returned from a 
sion an investigation into the ·promotional tour of the South Pacific. The United 
prospects for the large-scale J<ingdom, which has done so much to advance wave 
generation or electricity from .J!nergy technology (Table 1), looks like missing the ocean waves . This review, ~ 
conducted by the National -J)oat. This article reviews the world wave energy sea 
In 1978n9 · a second gen-
eration of systems appeared , 
including the Lancaster 
Flexible Bag and the Clam 1, 
and these too received official 
backing. Wave energy was 
officially accorded high prior-
Engineering Laboratory and J;tate in the light of the changed circumstances of 
completed in May 1975, con- {oday. 
eluded that the country's 3 
wave energy resource certainly~id warrant further detailed 
examination. ~ 
A small £1 million programni,F was set in hand under the 
newly created Energy Technolqgy Support Unit at Harwell 
and four out of a total of 30 nov~ I wave devices were singled 
out for special study. These were the Salter Duck, the Wave 
Contouring Cockerell Raft , tht Russell Rectifier and the 
Oscillating Wa ter Column I. Tlje objective was to design a 
wave power stat ion that would~ capable of capturing 2 GW 
of power from the sea off the Outr Hebrides and delivering it 
• Or Flood is a freelance energy consultan~ He has organised two national wave 
energy seminars at the Open University a.pd is an adviser to the Friends of the 
Earth on renewable energy technologies. 1 
CM[ June 198S 
ity amongst 'new' sources of 
energy and considered 'the most attractive of the renewable · 
resources' 2. Annual expenditure rose from around £0.2 
million in 1976 to £4.4 million in 1982 and wi~hin less than a 
decade, the UK had become the world leader in this new 
technology. 
Cost problems 
Howeve r, at this point things started to go badly wrong. The 
Government wanted quick results and work appeared to be 
progressing slowly as teams wrestled with the dual problem of 
increasing efficiency and reducing costs . Nobody doubted 
1hat wave energy converters could be built, nor that they 






:;;~d ~rom. a tour of the South Pacific where th
ey visited 
ss1 .. ~ sites rn Western Samoa, Tonga the Coo
k I I d 
and FIJI 9. • 
s an s 
What next? 
Where, then, does the future of wave ener lie
? Th 
to a large extent is now out of the UK's g6and
~ Me a~sw~r 
depend on the success of the Norwe ian 
. uc will 
poan~ t;,~x~;n,at
stto whi~h owther countri!s ge~~iv~~~=~~~ s;;:: 
year s ave Energy Sem · h 
Univers_ity indi~ted that over 40 researc~:%
 ~:ree O~en 
alnbdro1·aadamdcPountnesl as far apart as Australia, B
razil Fr:~~:e 
, n ortuga 10. '
 , 
ch!~~h;~~~~:~ ~:c;:r:;~re:ior:iti~~ni::0,~~~:t~~= 
· . ·., .... ..... ·. 
. "., .. _ · .. 
((. Fig 4. To~estallen Island. The Tapchan inlet has
 been sha 
a ta~red channel around 170 metres long which funnels :,::k~ form 
a ramp and over a low dam. The wave height is amp
lified as the rs up 
propagate along the channel until the wave crests s
pill over th dwoves 
walls. ~he overspill is imp~unded in an artif 1eia/ rese
rvoir creat:d ~m 
dom_mmg two other small mlets. Power is generated
 by dischar in y 
f e impo~nded water back to sea via a conventional Kaplan tu!in~ 
(( ·, 
_apchan s promoters say that the concept is adaptab
le (or plants . 
sized between 0.5 and 3000 MW but that the econ
omy is hi hi 
de~ndent upon local variations in the wave energy
 Key parag yt 
~~mp~ . . 
~~ 
h. 1 ~ost ~r mswlled kW and unit cost vary 
with installed 
;:~ 1p; c~pac':! so optimisation of parameters is·a
 very important 
I 
O thesign. orwave ~ses a computer program, Wavetra
ck, to 
ana yse e local wave climate 





apporntrng an~· 1t has since been substantiall
y modified 
ow the water hne. 
Later this summer Norway plans to commissio
n two small 
;a;e energy stations which have been built on the island of 
o ~estallen about 25 miles north west of B
er en Both 
pr':>Jects are 50% government funded. The first 
deg_ . d d 
:~~~ ty ~~~~gihneering firm, Kvaerner Br~g. ~~g~e p~~t 
• r er ' t e second, known as 'Tapch
an' (short for 
tapered_ channel'), has been developed by 
th~ Norwave 
~oOnsol rt(1Um ~nd the Central Institute for Indus
trial Research 
rn so see Norway on the crest') . 
The . two projects are rated at 500 kW an
d 350 kW 
~esf::;e1hand are expected to ge~erate elect
ricity at below 
ar~und £2 ~r COSIA, to5gether, and rnc_Iuding an access road, 
m1 ion. t pence per unit, wave energ w 
Id 
be rou~hly twice the cost of hydro-electricity
 in Nirw~u _ 
do~est1c consumers pay around 2. 7 p on avera
ge Howev~r 
5p ~ only half the cost of diesel generation. On the.strength o
f 
mo el tests the Kvaerner device is actually
 predicted to 
~enerate at 3.4 p/kWh, and there are indicat
ions from the 
th~w ~sts ~n the prototype that it may well be
 cheaper than 
is . . ut t ese figures have yet to be confirme
d by actual 
practice. 
Norway has proceeded with wuve energy with
 an eye to 
both the ~omc and the export market. It has alr
eady used u 
~1ost of_ lls cheap hydro sites and anticipate
s that futur~ 
rnstallat1ons will be considerably more 
. . 
o h • . expensive to build. 
n t e other h_,rnd, she expects wave energy co
sts to come 
~:1w1: as exreriencc is gained . So far as exp
orts are con-
c~rncd. Kvacrncr has already entertained del
egations from 
~l11na and elsewhere (including the UK) and 
two of its to 
1:xr,erts. Knur Boenke and Jan-Erik St•·eri 
li ·iv 1P ~ . , e recent y 
40 
Fig 5 .. The phase-controlled power buoy. It consists o
f an almost 
spher,ca/ bell which is a~n to the sea at its lower end
. A ri id vertical 
j0~~f ::::::;:~:~:~::it::~:: ::u~ :ea f ~v~;al 
tr_avel up and down the sha~ on roller bearing and t
his motio/(orces 
a,r _throu_gh a turbo generator mounted inside the ta
p of the bell It has 
an mtell1gent control system coiled 'latch1·ng' Th b
 . I . 
th h ,. . · e 
uoy 1s c amped to 
e s a1 • m~mentar,~y at the top and bottom of each s
troke so that it 
executes a Jerky motJon rather than a smooth natur
al oscillation 
Sensort detect the pressure of incident waves and th
is in(ormatJ~n 
e;ables an onboard computer to determine when th
e buoy should be 
~ amped or ~eleased so as to achieve the maximum stroke am
plitude 
ode/ tests md,cate that conversion efficiencies of BO
% might be . 
achieved ,n large buoys with outputs ,n the I 00 400 
kW 
- range 







· : 1 
Norway on the cre~t 
- 46 -
Energy 
Norway's interest in wave energy dates back to th
e early making use of a natural inlet in the
 cliff. The concept is 
1970s when several research irlstitutes, notably t
hose at very attractive since it completely 
eliminates the risk of 
Oslo and Trondheim, began i.f!vesti~ating nove
l _w~~e . · ·. damage to plant and introduces 
no new technology .. 
energy conversion systems. A-i;tudy rnto the fea
s1bil1ty Furthermore, it provides some deg
ree of storage which 
of building a 200 MW wave po).ver station off Norw
ay's helps smooth out fluctuations in the ou
tput. The lagoon 
west coast was completed in ~981 and showe
d that, holds sufficient water for 3-4 m
inutes generation. 
though feasible, wave energy \fOUld be expensiv
e. The However, the economics are highl
y dependent on the 
generation costs for the four:.clevices studied 
ranged careful choice of site so that civil e
ngineering costs are . 
from 1.2-2.3 Nkr/kWh (1 l'J21 p/kWh). Ho
wever, . kept to a minimum. 
subsequent work has showh::that small shore
-based .. ' The original plan envisaged anch
oring a line of large 
systems could-be considerabl~more cost-effect
ive and-:: ,-' concrete blocks offshore so as to focus
 incoming waves 
generation costs below 5 p/kWh are expected;-
- - ··· - '. :-···' onto the ramp; The blocks would a
ct on the waves in the 
. .:; . . ·.·· . same way as li
ght upon a diffraction grating enabling 
-1 : · · · ; very much higher water heads to be
 achieved at the 
K vaerner Brug' s multires~nt . : · · -· · ·--· 
poi11t of foam. This concept has already been pr
oven in 
oscillating water column (~_OWG) · .. , .. . ·· · .. ·· · 
· tests on· models. Theoretical studies in~icate that· 
Site work (heading pie) begar, ·at Toftestallen 
in mid : . ~.: hea~s ·of .several tens of '!'etres s
hould ulttf!1ately be 
1984 after extensive model)esting and theo
retical . possible. m full scale dev1c~. Ho
wever, this feature 
work, some of which was car~ed out by the C
EGB at . ,. has deliberately .been omitted 
from the .-350 kW. 
March.wood. The completed cfjamber measured
 alrr.ost .· ·- ' , prototype . . 
12 metres square and exte!'ldetJ 9own some 8. m
etres . . , _ . . 
'\, ~ • r · "'" - r .. . • • 
·, ,·- ;·~ ... ··~ . ·~ ( .• -
Once the base had been prepafed the main bod
y of the 
device (Fig 1) was bolted intoj>lace. This .co·ns
isted of 
an 11 metre high steel tube OPfn at its base and
_with a Phase-controlled POVJer buoy 
small orifice on top. This partl of the programm
e was A third novel wave energy .conv
erter is the phase.. 
.:· completed in October and·sir;il:e then tests h
ave .been '. .. controlled power buoy·(Fig S) . .w
hich was proposed.in . . 
_ carried out on air flow thro~h the orifice.
 Current 1980 by two researchers at th
e ,University of Tron-
·indications are that the devic~ will produce co
nsider- ,. · _ .··. dheim, Kjell Budal and Johann~ F
aines. Like the Kvaer- . 
. · ·a~ly ~ ore power.than originally an~icipated. H
owever, ._;:: .. ner. system, the .buoy _is also ·a p
ai_nt absorber, but it. 
this will not be fully confirm~ until the autumn
-when-- ·· · · works on an entirely different princ
iple . . · . ·: : · ~ · . 
the turbine and generator are.i!nstalled and the 
system .. · · .. Official estimates sugg~t that
.a 200 MW: grid of . 
. .. aconnected to the.grid-,<--t~,., .. ~ ,.,_ .•.... . ~ .. -....\,.;.
,i.~:....:.. .... ~ .:. •• '-i;..., .... -s. power ... buoys .. could .generate
 .. ,electricity . .at .. around-,,1-,. 
A special feature of the design, apart from the us
e of a. 1 . . l.4 Nkr/kWh (13 p/kWh) although 
falnes's own esti~ 
.. · Wells turbine, is the use of har~our walls at th
e-base of ~ ·,':_mates are around half of this figure 
and he predicts that · 
the device. These form a quart~r of wavelength 
resona- · 3p/kWh may ultimately be achiev
able with series pro-
tor, improving the hydrodynaq,ic performance
 of the · · duction 11. 
1 
•· .·machine and enabling eriergt to be collec
ted ' more'. ·.: · _'Government funding has been
 withdrawn, but Faines 
efficiently over a wider range df sea states. 




N orwave' s Tapchan J 
No_rwave's tapered channel Wave power pl~n
t, Tap-




export market for small wave jpower dev
ices. Several 
countries have expressed an inter~st in buying
 them. Once 
this market is established it may thep be approp
riate for wave 
energy researchers to venture backiinto deeper
 waters where 
the power densities - and the prob16ns- are gre
ater. Whether 
UK teams are able to compete in this work an
d receive the 
recognition that they deserve, will dppend to a la
rge degree on 
the official support that they recei~. On the ev
idence of the 
last couple of years the prospects bf this happ
ening do not 
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